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Wanted metal captain location
tips on how to complete the Wanted: Metal Captain bounty in Destiny 2: Forsaken. September 06 2018 As with other weekly Wanted Bounties offered by Spider, players in Destiny 2: Forsaken have looked up tips on how to complete the Wanted: Metal Captain bounty. To get this bounty, you must first visit the Spider located on the
Tangled Shore sector of The Reef. By interacting with Spider, you can purchase Wanted: Metal Captain for one Ghost Fragment. With Wanted: Metal Captain unlocked, you must then complete the bounty by clearing out The Drain Lost Sector in EDZ on Earth. To simplify everything, we've put together a quick guide on where to find
Wanted: Metal Captain in Destiny 2: Forsaken! Where to find Wanted: Metal Captain in Destiny 2: Forsaken Wanted: Metal Captain can be found in The Drain Lost Sector of the EDZ on Earth in Destiny 2: Forsaken.© Bungie, Shacknews In Destiny 2: Forsaken, one of the newest Wanted Bounties players can buy from Spider is Wanted:
Metal Captain. By purchasing Wanted: Metal Captain from Spider for one Ghost Fragment, you will be able to complete the bounty and earn completion rewards. Lore text for Wanted: Metal Captain reads: They will have spread halfway across the system now. To Titan and beyond. Here, the spider refers to members of the fallen who
have escaped from the Elder's Prison. They can easily be discovered, as they want Wanted attached to their identifying names. The main target, Wanted: Metal Captain, is located within The Drain Lost Sector of EDZ on Earth. After coming to this area, you need to clear out all members of fallen, including Wanted: Metal Captain. He is
easy to spot, as his name will show in yellow with the words WANTED: Metal Captain. By clearing out the fallen and taking out Wanted: Metal Captain, you will be able to return to spider and claim your legendary rewards. How quickly were you able to complete Wanted: Lost Captain in Destiny 2: Forsaken? Let us know in the comments
below! For more on Destiny 2: Forsaken, be sure to check out some of our previous guides, including where to find Wanted: Karagul in Methane in Destiny 2: Forsaken, where you'll find Wanted: Zerz the Unstoppable Weight in Destiny 2: Forsaken, and how to get Ace of Spaces in Destiny 2: Forsaken. By reading through this guide, you
should now know where to find Wanted: Metal Captain in Destiny 2: Forsaken. Destiny 2 Guide Cutting Edge Load Comments Here's how to get Lancaster Repeater in Red Dead Redemption 2 without also getting a bounty on your head. DESTINY 2 - WANTED: Sunless Captain Location (Spider Bounty) DESTINY 2 - Solo Ascendant
Challenge (Week 4) | Petra Venj Bounty DESTINY 2 - Solo Ascendant Challenge (Week 2 Bounty, LL512 Stryker vs LL... DESTINY 2 - Lost Armor Set | Titan | Fate - WANTED: Fortifier Yann Location DESTINY 2 - WANTED: Mazan Lost Captain Location DESTINY 2 - WANTED: Kurg, The All-Seeing Force Location Me soloing Strange
Terrain Nightfall Solo to the Rise of Iron Score using the Ether Doctor Forsaken Auto Rifle. With the release of the new Downloadable content in Forsaken, Destiny 2 has ushered in its second year of content, bringing a new story, new classes and tons of new items to the game. On top of this, Bungie has also brought back the everpopular Wanted Bounties that many enjoyed in the first game, including the new Wanted: Metal Captain bounty. Some of these bounties can be confusing, so today we will show you how to complete wanted: Metal Captain bounty in Destiny 2, which takes you to Drain Lost Sector, located in EDZ. To complete this bounty, you must get to
EDZ. Spawn in trostland and jump on your sparrow. From here, head out to the left and take you to the outskirts. You'll find three lost sectors in this region of EDZ, although the lost sector that you need to find is The Drain. To find it easily, go towards the center of the map and look for the bridge over the river - near where the Servitor
Public Event spawns in this area. Go into the lost sector and get through it. There is only one way for you to go, so just keep on until you get to the end of the area, where you come across several rooms completely full of fallen enemies. Among these enemies you should see Metal Captain, a yellow bar enemy. It shouldn't be so hard to
take him down - it shouldn't be harder than defeating any other yellow bar enemy in the game - although it will make it a little easier to bring some friends on the journey. After you defeat the metal captain, complete the bounty so you can turn it in. With it out of the way, return to our Destiny 2 guides for more useful information and help
complete all the secrets and new missions in Destiny 2: Forsaken. Here's how to complete this week's set of Wanted Bounties in Destiny 2. Destiny 2 Wanted Bounties has been introduced in the Forsaken extension, tasking players with hunting down escaped prisoners from the Prison of Elders.These involve exploring lost sectors, patrol
rooms and even adventures to complete them, resulting in legendary and powerful Gear rewards - and even the chance to collect Lord of Wolves Exotic.On this page, Wanted Bounty locations for the weekly reset between October 2 and October 9 : Wanted Bounties are Sysler you can collect from Spider, the provider of The Tangled
Shore. First they must be purchased with Ghost Fragments; some are a single fragment, while others cost a handful. Some Wanted Bounties are also fenced off your level, so if you just start playing Forsaken, you may need to play before they are unlocked. Each Wanted Bounty points you in the direction of an escaped prisoner, who has
fled across the solar system. Each one will tell you where they are – whether it's The Pit or Excavation Site XII. Almost all of these are in Lost Sector locations, with the respective prisoner replacing the end-boss in each area. As soon as the prisoner is defeated, Wanted Bounty is complete - but make sure you also open the cache at the
end to get some extra loot. You must then redeem the wild bounty manually. Not all Wanted Bounties are linked to Lost Sectors - the more expensive Wanted Bounties have different requirements, while the latest on the list is actually a challenging adventure that rewards you with lucrative Powerful Gear. Most wanted bounties are
attached to the current week's Flashpoint location, and change each weekly reset - so make sure you complete as many as you need before the list changes. The locations are as follows: Location: The Conflux, Cistern (Nessus)Cost: 1 Ghost Fragment Location: From the Cistern spawning point, follow the edge of the cliff to the right and
follow the main path as it curves to the right. Jump over the white river/waterfall and you will see the symbol of a square outcrop of stone. Location: Thieves landing, tangled ShoreCost: 1 You meet Palla's Siegebreaker as part of the Cryo-Pod Public Event in Thieves' Landing. Location: Terminus East, Trostland (EDZ)Cost: 1 Place: To
find this place, head to the back of the church and turn right. You should see the symbol just outside a broken subway entrance. Location: Pathfinder's Crash (Firebase Hades, EDZ)Cost: 2 Ghost Fragments To find this Lost Sector, enter Firebase Hades from the direction of Winding Cove, and follow the edge of the map on the right. You
will find the symbol painted next to a Patrols quest banner. Location: Cargo Bay 3, Riggen, TitanCost: 2 Location: The rig. From The Rig spawn point, turn left and run past the open red container. Now drive into the open hanger in front of you and stay on the same level. Head towards the edge of the hanger (by the sea) and drop down on
a shelf on the left side. Be careful, as this area is full of Fallen, and this drop can be a little tricky. The symbol will be on the wall right where you fell down. Location: Ahpix Conduit, The Rupture, (Io)Cost: 2 Ghost Fragments Location: The Breach. You'll find the cave entrance at the bottom right of The Rupture, and the symbol of a rock on
the edge of the nearby trail, with a tree on the cliff face in the far overhead. Location: Cavern of Souls, The Sludge, EDZCost: 2 This symbol can be found in the middle of the Slam. Look for a warehouse type building on a hill. This area crawls with Red Cabal, so take out Phalanx's, Legionnaires and Psions before heading to the direction
on the map (see The symbol will be above the door. Venue: Sanctum of Bones, The Rupture (Nessus)Cost: 3 Ghost Fragments Location: The Breach. From the spawning point of The Rupture, head forward through the stone outcroppings and you'll find Lost Sector signs on a square jut of stone at the bottom of a small hill. Location:
Skydock IV, Sunken Isles, EDZCost: 3 Finding this lost sector can be very difficult, so instead of pointing yourself at the symbol (which is already on your map), we'll tell you how to find the entrance. Go to the middle of the Cabal cruiser and drop down to each side. You should see an orange illuminated road leading below it (see
screenshot). From both directions, you should see a group of Cabal walking around on a raised platform. Take these enemies out (they are mainly Phalanx and Legionnaires, and then head to the open doorway behind them. This is actually an axle, so drop down, and turn left. Walk through the doorway, then the other, and take another to
the left. Welcome to Skydock IV. Location: Pariah's Refuge, MercuryCost: 3 Ghost FragmentsThe only Mercury Lost Sector is found on the southern edge of the area. If you are facing south on the portal to Infinite Forest, turn left, and follow the cliff around until the entrance appears. This video of VideoGameSherpa has footage of what it
looks like: This content is hosted on an external platform, which only shows it if you accept targeting cookies. Please enable cookies to view. Location: Glutch, EDZCost: 4 Irxis Partisan is a high-value measure that will only spawn in Glutch, and not a specific Lost Sector. It appears at random intervals, so explore the area, and if it doesn't
appear, come back later. If you're in a rush, try loading and out of the area to see if it helps. Venue: Siren's Watch, TitanCost: 4 Hiraks' Familiar is a Hive high-value target that will only spawn in Siren's Watch, and not a specific Lost Sector. It appears at random intervals, so explore the area, and if it doesn't appear, come back later. If
you're in a rush, try loading and out of the area to see if it helps. Location: Glade of Echoes, NessusCost: 4 Ghost FragmentsSplended Mindis a high-value target that will only spawn in the Glade of Echoes, and not a particular Lost Sector. It appears at random intervals, so explore the area, and if it doesn't appear, come back later. If
you're in a rush, try loading and out of the area to see if it helps. This video of Gamers Heroes has footage of what it looks like: This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only show it if you accept targeting cookies. Please enable cookies to view. Location: The Rig, TitanCost: 5Reward: Powerful GearGravetide Summoner is
an adventure on display on Titan. It's a 540 recommended activity, so make sure you're leveled up as much as before you put it on, or have a fire team - it will appear on your director once you have purchased bounty from Spider.Here is a video of 360GameTV about how to turn it: This content is located on an external platform, which will
only show it if you accept targeting cookies. Please enable cookies to view. Year 4 has begun! Learn about the new Beyond Light Exotics, including missions after the campaign for Salvation's Grip, The Lament andBorn in Darkness, plus how to reach the new Destiny 2 max level cap and how sunsetting works. There are a couple of new
and recurring areas in the game - here's how to track down Fortake, Bunker E15 and Hidden Void on Europe and Exodus Garden 2A and Veles Labyrinth at the Cosmodrome - and new collectibles to find in the form of Entropic Shards. Looking ahead beyond this new extension, we explain all the upgrade details for destiny 2 PS5 and
xbox series, as well as Destiny 2 cross-game and transmog. We also have a explainer on Destiny 2 cross save support. Lord of Wolves is an exotic shotgun added as part of the Forsaken expansion. Like other certain exotic weapons, it is not part of the usual pool of Exotics you can get from activity rewards or open Engrams.Instead, the
Lord of Wolves is found by completing Wanted Bounties. Your chances are low, but keep handing them in and it should fall in the end. This content is located on an external platform, which only shows it if you accept targeted cookies. Please enable cookies to view. It has some unique advantages - Shrapnel Launcher and Release the
Wolves - which are described by Arekkz in the video above. Sometimes we include links to online stores. If you click on one and make a purchase, we may receive a small commission. For more information, go here. More about Destiny 2 Destiny 2 Review News (228) Tutorials (130) About the author author
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